Effects of denaturation on soy protein-xanthan interactions: comparison of a whipping-rheological and a bubbling method.
The effect of xanthan on foam formation and on physical mechanisms of destabilization involved in the breakdown of foams made from native and denatured soy protein at neutral pH was studied by a bubbling and a whipping-rheological method. Parameters describing foam formation and destabilization by liquid drainage and disproportionation obtained by the two methods showed that the addition of xanthan was accompanied by delayed rates of drainage and disproportionation and reduced foam height decay (collapse). Drainage showed the largest reduction, mainly because of the increased bulk viscosity. In the absence of xanthan, protein denaturation enhanced foam formation and stability against drainage and disproportionation, but increased the collapse of foams. In the presence of xanthan, differences in foam formation and drainage/disproportionation stability between native and denatured soy protein were greatly reduced. However, differences in foam collapse were greatly enhanced. The increased stability of foams in the presence of xanthan could not be explained purely in terms of increased aqueous phase viscosity. More specific interactions of xanthan and soy proteins at the air-water interface influencing the surface rheology, and the protein composition and aggregation, are involved.